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Interest rates -- Industrial fundamentals remain strong, but rising interest rates are impacting
capital costs and slowing development and investment.
Limited supply/strong demand -- A lack of supply across the Chicago market is still
impacting space decisions. Tenants should be prepared with financing in hand and be ready
to commit quickly.
Rental rates -- Will continue to climb in the near term due to the lack of supply and other factors.
Vacancy rates -- Will edge up in 2023 due to 30 msf of new space hitting the market.
New construction -- Continues to be slow due to material shortages and higher costs.

Industrial Demand Outpaces Supply but Headwinds Persist

A Quarterly Newsletter by Brown Commercial Group

Chicago's industrial market recorded a strong third quarter, with rental rates jumping an unprecedented 13
percent and the vacancy rate reaching a new low of 4.54% (and even lower in O'Hare and other submarkets).
Tenant and buyer demand remains strong, but there are notable headwinds from rising interest rates and other
factors. Here's a look at activity across the suburban market.
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The limited availability of industrial space, particularly in the
O'Hare and DuPage County submarkets, continues to
impact tenants looking to expand or establish new
operations in the market. In some submarkets, the lack of
supply is keeping absorption lower than tenant demand
would support. Tenants are often renewing leases to remain
in existing facilities as options are limited.

 
The overall Chicago market had 6.9 million square feet
(msf) of net absorption in the third quarter of 2022,
bringing the total to 37 msf for the first three quarters of
2022.

 
There was 2.6 msf of absorption in the Central
Kane/DuPage submarket, 2.3 msf in the North Kane/I-90
submarket and 1.4 msf in the O'Hare submarket.

 
Market fundamentals remain strong, despite interest rate
increases that are creating some pull back as higher financing
costs weigh on developers and investors. 

Chicago Suburban Market Overview

The industrial sector is showing its 
resilience, with strong demand and 

solid fundamentals heading into year- 
end despite inflationary pressures. 

Recent interest rate increases, 
however, are expected to continue to 

challenge the market into 2023. 

Dan Brown, President, 
Brown Commercial Group

Vacancy Rates Still Low
With the overall Chicago vacancy rate
dropping to 4.54%, options are slim in many
submarkets. 

 
The O'Hare submarket recorded a 2.5%
vacancy rate, as limited new construction
delivered this year. There is 1.32 msf of new
space in the pipeline that is scheduled for
completion over the next eight quarters,
along with 2.1 msf proposed for the O'Hare
submarket. Elk Grove Village, which is the
area's largest industrial park, remains near
its lowest vacancy rate in history.

 
The Central Kane/DuPage County submarket
had a 2.9% vacancy rate, despite 2.9 msf of
new space delivering in the last eight
quarters, according to CoStar. There is
another 13.4 msf proposed.
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New Construction Still Not Keeping up with Demand

We expect tenants to find 
some relief next year as 30 

msf of industrial
space delivers across the 

Chicago market. This influx of 
space will likely push up 

vacancy rates, which are at 
historical lows.

Dan Brown, President, 
Brown Commercial Group

Chicago's construction pipeline reached a new high of
37.5 msf in the third quarter, with completions reaching
8.6 msf for the quarter and a total of 33.2 msf for the first
three quarters of the year. Here's a look at select
submarkets.
 
Demand continues to outpace supply in the O'Hare
submarket, despite nearly 1.6 msf of new construction
delivered over the past eight quarters. There is an
additional 1.3 msf scheduled for delivery over the next
eight quarters in buildings ranging from 67,650 sf to
712,500 sf. The lack of available land for a one-story
logistics warehouse near O'Hare should keep the market
tight, while also leading some developers to look outside of
O'Hare for development opportunities, according to CoStar
research. 

 
The Central Kane/DuPage County submarket continues
its development surge, with inventory increasing by 4.9
msf (8.2%) over the past three years. There is another 2
msf of space under construction and expected to be
delivered by year-end. Rent growth was 8.1% over the
past 12 months.

The North Kane/I-90 submarket is on a new development
streak, with about 3.1 msf underway — approximately triple
the 10-year average. The current under construction supply
represents 7.2% of the submarket's overall inventory.
Approximately 1.3 msf delivered in this submarket over the
last 12 months. Approximately 2.3 msf of net absorption
was recorded in the submarket, year over year, almost
double the five-year average. 

Rent growth over the past 12 months reached
8.1% in Central Kane/DuPage County, 7.7 in North
Kane/I-90, 7.5% in North Cook and 7.4% in O'Hare. 
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Rents Keep Rising



Highway Expansion Coming to O'Hare Finding Space in Today's Market

By Trinity Scurto, SIOR, Partner By Mason Hezner, Vice President of Sales 

Modern facilities with efficient floor plans
28 to 32-foot clear ceilings
Plenty of dock space
Truck parking
Favorable taxes (DuPage versus Cook County)

The O'Hare submarket is poised for expansion, thanks to a
highway interchange project slated for completion at the
end of 2025. The full-access interchange will connect the
new I-490 Tollway to I-390 and expand access to the
airport, the surrounding highway systems and major
freight and distribution corridors. 

 
This is good news for developers, who are trying to get
close to the airport to add supply to meet demand.
Tenants will benefit as well, with the added new space.
 
In the meantime, however, a super low vacancy rate (2.5%)
pushed up rents by 7.4% over the past year to an all-time
high of $9.70/SF. Rents are expected to continue to rise
due to strong demand for space and the submarket's
increasing importance for distribution. 

Here are the top space need for today's industrial
tenants:

Plan ahead-- at least six months ahead of
needing the space
Work with a knowledgeable broker who tracts
inventory changes and has access to off-market
deals
Determine the budget and locational
parameters
When buying, show you're qualified by getting an
approval letter form your lender and having any
deposits easily accessible

Given the strong demand, Chicago's industrial
market has limited options for tenants looking to
add a new location or expand their space. This is
particularly true for those seeking small to mid-size
spaces in sought-after markets such as O'Hare and
DuPage County. 

 
With limited supply of available space, it takes time
to complete and this is leaving tenants with a
challenging situation. Here's how tenants can
position themselves for success in today's market:
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Trinity Scurto has a proven track record of helping
businesses make informed real estate decisions. She is a
go-to resource for clients with real estate needs in the
Cook and DuPage County markets, with a primary focus
on the O’Hare submarket.

Mason Hezner is a strategic adviser to clients across
the light manufacturing, distribution and general
industrial sectors. He focuses on guiding clients
through decisions on how to best utilize commercial
real estate to support company growth
opportunities. 
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Recent Notable Transactions
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